Klein® Tools’ 2017 Ironworker’s Products Increase Productivity and Safety on the Job

Dec. 20, 2017 (Lincolnshire, Ill.) – Klein Tools (www.kleintools.com), for professionals since 1857, introduces four new products designed with ironworkers in mind, including the 9” Ironworker’s Plier with Aggressive Knurl, Bolt Retention Pouch and two new flame-resistant canvas buckets. The Ironworker’s Pliers feature deeper channels on the knurl, providing more aggressive teeth for twisting and pulling rebar wire. The Bolt Retention Pouch connects easily to tool belts for convenience while working safely at heights. The two new Flame-Resistant Canvas Buckets keep equipment protected. This line increases productivity and safety while ironworkers are on the job.

Ironworker’s Pliers, Aggressive Knurl, 9” (Cat. No. D201-7CSTA)
- Deep channels on the knurl makes twisting and pulling easier
- Twists and cuts soft annealed rebar tie wire
- Spring-loaded action provides self-opening ability
- Hot-riveted joint for smooth cutting decreases handle wobble
- Exclusive handle tempering absorbs the “snap” when cutting wire
- Side-cutting knives at hinge are induction hardened for a longer life
- Forged steel for maximum durability
- Made in USA

Bolt Retention Pouch, Canvas (Cat. No. 5416TBR)
- Bolt bag with bull-pin loops and D-rings for easy access
- Neoprene top keeps nuts and bolts handy while working safely at height
- Stitched and riveted with No. 4 canvas for a longer life
- Double-reinforced bottom increases protection on the job
- Tunnel loop fits belts up to 3 inches (76 mm) wide
- Assembled in USA of U.S. and imported components

Flame-Resistant Canvas Bucket (Cat. Nos. 5104FR, 5104CLRFR)
- Stitched and riveted with flame-resistant No. 4 canvas for safety
- Load rated for 100 pounds
- Heat-resistant, double-reinforced leather bottoms increase durability
- Meets the performance requirement of NFPA -701
- Durable leather-reinforced handle extends down for added strength (Model 5104FR only)
- Canvas top securely zips closed for overhead lifting, and the drop-forged steel, locking carabiner adds further safety precautions (Model 5104LRFR only)
- Assembled in USA of U.S. and imported components

“When sparks fly, ironworkers depend on American made tools to get the job done. Klein Tools saves tradespeople time and money with this line expansion, keeping both the workers and their equipment safe,” says Kurt Owen, general manager heavy infrastructure at Klein Tools. “For added protection on the job, when welding and grinding, or when working at heights, these new products increase safety and productivity.”

For more information, visit www.kleintools.com or contact your local distributor.
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